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RIGID REACHABILITYTHE NON-SYMMETRIC FORM OF RIGID E-UNIFICATIONHARALD GANZINGERMax-Planck-Institut f�ur InformatikIm Stadtwald, 66123 Saarbr�ucken, GermanyandFLORENT JACQUEMARD�LORIA and INRIA615 rue du Jardin Botanique,B.P. 101, 54602 Villers-les-Nancy Cedex, FranceandMARGUS VEANES�Microsoft ResearchRedmond, WA 98052 USAReceivedRevisedCommunicated byABSTRACTWe show that rigid reachability, the non-symmetric form of rigid E-uni�cation, isalready undecidable in the case of a single constraint. From this we infer the undecid-ability of a new and rather restricted kind of second-order uni�cation. We also showthat certain decidable subclasses of the problem which are P-complete in the equationalcase become EXPTIME-complete when symmetry is absent. By applying automata-theoretic methods, simultaneous monadic rigid reachability with ground rules is shownto be PSPACE-complete. Moreover, we identify two decidable non-monadic fragmentsthat are complete for EXPTIME.1. IntroductionRigid reachability is the problem, given a rewrite system R and two terms s andt, whether there exists a ground substitution � such that s� rewrites via R� to t�.The term \rigid" refers to the fact that for no rule more than one instance can beused in the rewriting process. Simultaneous rigid reachability (SRR) is the problemin which a substitution is sought which simultaneously solves each member of asystem of reachability constraints (Ri; si; ti). A special case of [simultaneous] rigid�This work was done while the author was staying at MPI Informatik.1



reachability arises when the Ri are symmetric, containing for each rule l ! r alsoits converse r ! l. The latter problem was introduced in [19] as \simultaneous rigidE-uni�cation" (SREU). (Symmetric systems R arise, for instance, from orienting agiven set of equations E in both directions.) It has been shown in [12] that simul-taneous rigid E-uni�cation is undecidable, whereas the non-simultaneous case withjust one rigid equation to solve is NP-complete [18]. The main result in this paperis that for non-symmetric rigid reachability already the case of a single reachabilityconstraint is undecidable, even when the rule set R is ground. From this we inferundecidability of a rather restricted form of second-order uni�cation for problemswhich contain just a single second-order variable which, in addition, occurs at mosttwice in the uni�cation problem. The latter result contrasts a statement in [27].The absence of symmetry makes the problem much more diÆcult. This phe-nomenon is also observed in decidable cases which we investigate in the secondpart of the paper. For instance we prove that a certain class of rigid problemsfor ground rewrite systems which is P-complete in the equational case becomesEXPTIME-complete when symmetry is absent.Another decidability result which we prove in section 6.2 is that SRR withground rules is EXPTIME-complete for \balanced" systems of reachability con-straints. Balanced systems include, in particular, cases where all occurrences ofeach variable are at the same depth. On the other hand, if variable depths areslightly non-balanced | for instance, when all variables occur at the same depthexcept for one occurrence of a variable, | the problem becomes undecidable. Thedecidability result for balanced systems generalizes the related result by Degtyarev,Gurevich, Narendran, Veanes and Voronkov [9] for the up to now largest decidablefragment of SREU with ground rules and implies EXPTIME-completeness of thatfragment (which was left open in [9]). For obtaining the decidability results weemploy tree automata techniques for product languages in a way similar to theiruse in chapter 3 of [3].The, arguably, most diÆcult remaining open problem regarding SRR and SREUis the decidability of the monadic case where all non-constant function symbolsare unary. This fragment is important because of its close relation to word equa-tions [11], and to fragments of intuitionistic logic [13]. What is known aboutmonadic SREU in general is that it reduces to a nontrivial extension of word equa-tions [24]. In the case of ground rules, the decidability of monadic SREU wasestablished in [24] by reducing it to \word equations with regular constraints".The decidability of the latter problem is an extension of Makanin's [29] result bySchulz [32]. Conversely, word equations reduce in polynomial time to monadicSREU [11].In Section 5 we show that monadic SRR with ground rules is in PSPACE,improving over the EXPTIME result that we have obtained earlier [20]. (ThePSPACE-hardness of monadic SREU with ground rules was already shown byGoubault [22].) We conjecture that there is no simple reduction, from monadicSREU to monadic SREU with ground rules, as otherwise one would get a verysimple proof for decidability of word uni�cation, compared to Makanin's [29] orig-2



inal proof. On the other hand, recent results show that word uni�cation is inPSPACE [30], and it might even be in NP , so that from a complexity-theoreticpoint of view a reduction is not impossible.For obtaining the PSPACE result we apply an extension of the intersection non-emptiness problem of a sequence of �nite automata that we prove to be in PSPACE.Moreover, using the same proof technique, we can show that simultaneous rigidreachability with ground rules remains in PSPACE, even when just the rules arerequired to be monadic. Furthermore, in this case PSPACE-hardness holds alreadyfor a single constraint with one variable, contrasting the fact that SREU with onevariable is solvable in polynomial time [10].2. PreliminariesA signature � is a collection of function symbols with �xed arities � 0 and,unless otherwise stated, � is assumed to contain at least one constant, that is, afunction symbol with arity 0. The set of all constants in � is denoted by Con(�).We use a; b; c; d; a1; : : : for constants and f; g; f1; : : : for function symbols in general.A term language or simply language is a triple L = (�;X ;F) where (i) � is asignature, (ii) X (with elements denoted by x; y; x1; y1; : : : ) is a collection of �rst-order variables, and (iii)F (with elements denoted by F;G; F1; F 0; : : : ) is a collectionof symbols with �xed arities � 1, called second-order variables. The various sets ofsymbols are assumed to be pairwise disjoint. L is �rst-order, if F is empty, and L iscalled second-order, otherwise. L is monadic if all function symbols in � have arity� 1. The set of all terms in a language L, or L-terms, is denoted by TL. We uses; t; l; r; s1; : : : for terms. We usually omit mentioning L when it is clear from thecontext. The set of �rst-order variables of a term t is denoted by Var(t). A groundterm is one that contains no variables. The set of all ground terms in L is denotedby T�. A term is called shallow if all its variables occur at depth � 1. The size ktkof a term t is the number of nodes in its tree representation.We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts in term rewrit-ing [14, 1]. We write u[s] when s occurs as a subterm of u. In that case u[t] denotesthe replacement of the indicated occurrence of s by t. In case the position p ofa subterm occurrence needs to be emphasized, we will use the notation u[s]p. Anequation in L is an unordered pair of L-terms, denoted by s � t. A rule in L is anordered pair of L-terms, denoted by s ! t. An equation or a rule is ground if itsterms are ground. A (rewrite) system is a �nite set of rewrite rules. Let R be asystem of ground rules, and s and t two ground terms. Then s rewrites in R to t,denoted by s�!R t, if t is obtained from s by replacing an occurrence of a term l ins by a term r for some rule l ! r in R. The term s reduces in R to t, denoted bys�!�R t, if either s = t or s rewrites to a term that reduces to t. R is called symmetricif, with any rule l ! r in R, R also contains its converse r ! l. Below we shall notdistinguish between systems of equations and symmetric systems of rewrite rules.The size of a system R is the sum of the sizes of the terms in its rules.3



Rigid Reachability. Let L be a �rst-order language. A reachability constraint,or simply a constraint in L is a triple (R; s; t) where R is a set of rules in L, and sand t are terms in L. We refer to R, s and t as the rule set, the source term and thetarget term, respectively, of the constraint. A substitution � in L solves (R; s; t) (inL) if � is grounding for R, s and t, and s���!�R� t�: The problem of solving constraints(in L) is called rigid reachability (for L). A system of constraints is solvable ifthere exists a substitution that solves all constraints in that system. Simultaneousrigid reachability or SRR is the problem of solving systems of constraints. Monadic(simultaneous) rigid reachability is (simultaneous) rigid reachability for monadiclanguages.Rigid E-uni�cation is rigid reachability for constraints (E; s; t) with sets of equa-tions E. Simultaneous Rigid E-uni�cation or SREU is de�ned accordingly.Tree Automata. Tree automata are a generalization of classical automata [15,34]. Under the rewriting-based view e.g. [5, 7] a (�nite bottom-up) tree automaton(TA) A is a quadruple (Q;�; R; F ), where (i) Q is a �nite set of constants calledstates, (ii) � is a �nite signature that is disjoint from Q, (iii)R is a system of rules ofthe form f(q1; : : : ; qn)! q, where f 2 � has arity n � 0 and q; q1; : : : ; qn 2 Q, and(iv) F � Q is the set of �nal states. WhenQ, �, R and F are not speci�ed, we denotethem respectivelyQA, �A, RA and FA. The size of a TA A is kAk = jQj+j�j+kRk.We denote by L(A; q) the set ft 2 T� �� t�!�R qg of ground terms accepted by A instate q. The set of terms recognized by the TA A is the set Sq2F L(A; q).A set of terms is called recognizable or regular if it is recognized by some TA. Amonadic TA is a TA over a monadic signature.String Automata. For monadic signatures, we use the traditional, equivalentconcepts of alphabets, strings (or words), �nite automata, and regular expressions.We will identify an NFA A with alphabet � with the set of all rules a(q)! p, alsowritten as q�!aA p, where there is a transition with label a 2 � from state q to statep in A, and we denote this set of rules also by A. A monadic term a1(a2(: : : an(q)))is written, using the reversed Polish notation, as the string qan : : : a1.Then A accepts a string a1a2 � � � an if and only if, for some �nal state q and theinitial state q0 of A, an(� � � a2(a1(q0)) � � � )�!�A q. The set of all strings accepted by Ais denoted by L(A).Product Automata. Let � be a signature, m a positive integer, and ? a newconstant. We write �? for �[f?g and �m? denotes the signature consisting of, forall f1; f2; : : : ; fm 2 �?, a unique function symbol hf1f2 � � � fmi with arity equal tothe maximum of the arities of the fi's.Let ti 2 T� [ f?g, ti = fi(ti1; : : : ; tiki), where ki � 0, for 1 � i � m. Let k bethe maximum of all the ki and let tij = ? for ki < j � k. The product t1
 � � �
 tmof t1; : : : ; tm is de�ned by recursion on the subterms:
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t1 
 � � � 
 tm = hf1f2 � � � fmi(t11 
 � � � 
 tm1; : : : ; t1k 
 � � � 
 tmk) if k > 0= ht1t2 � � � tmi otherwise (1)For example:f(c; g(c))
 f(g(d); f(c; g(c))) = hffi(c
 g(d); g(c)
 f(c; g(c)))= hffi(hcgi(?
 d); hgfi(c
 c;?
 g(c)))= hffi(hcgi(h?di); hgfi(hcci; h?gi(?
 c)))= hffi(hcgi(h?di); hgfi(hcci; h?gi(h?ci)))We write T�m for the set of all t in T�m? such that t = t1 
 � � � 
 tm for somet1; : : : ; tm 2 T� [ f?g. If s 2 T�m and t 2 T�n, where s = s1 
 � � � 
 sm andt = t1
 � � � 
 tn, then s
 t denotes the term s1
� � � 
 sm
 t1
 � � � 
 tn in T�m+n.Given a sequence ~t = t1; : : : ; tm of terms in T� [f?g, we writeN~t for the productterm t1 
 � � � 
 tmGiven two automata A1 and A2 over �m? and �n?, respectively, the product ofA1 and A2 is an automaton A1 
A2 over �m+n? such thatL(A1 
A2) = L(A1)
 L(A2) = ft1 
 t2 : t1 2 L(A1); t2 2 L(A2)gThe construction of A1
A2 is straightforward, with a state q(q1;q2) for all states q1in A1 and q2 in A2, see e.g. [3]. In general,Nni=1Ai is de�ned accordingly.We will use the following construction of Dauchet, Heuillard, Lescanne andTison [8] in our proofs.Lemma 1 (Dauchet, Heuillard, Lescanne and Tison [8]) Let R be a groundrewrite system over a signature �. There is a TA A such that L(A) = fs
 t : s; t 2T�; s�!�R tg that can be constructed in polynomial time from R and �.Second-Order Uni�cation. Second-order uni�cation is uni�cation for second-order terms. For representing uni�ers, we need expressions representing functionswhich, when applied, produce instances of a term in the given languageL. FollowingGoldfarb [21] and Farmer [16], we, therefore, introduce the concept of an expansionL� of L. Let fzigi�1 be an in�nite collection of new symbols not in L. The languageL� di�ers from L by having fzigi�1 as additional �rst-order variables, called boundvariables. The rank of a term t in L�, is either 0 if t contains no bound variables (i.e.,t 2 TL), or the largest n such that zn occurs in t. Given terms t and t1; t2; : : : ; tnin L�, we write t[t1; t2; : : : ; tn] for the term that results from t by simultaneouslyreplacing zi in t by ti for 1 � i � n. An L�-term is called closed if it containsno variables other than bound variables. Note that closed L�-terms of rank 0 areground L-terms.A substitution in L is a function � with �nite domain dom(�) � XL [ FL thatmaps �rst-order variables to L-terms, and n-ary second-order variables to L�-termsof rank � n. The result of applying a substitution � to an L-term s, denoted by s�,is de�ned by induction on s: 5



(i) If s = x and x 2 dom(�) then s� = �(x).(ii) If s = x and x =2 dom(�) then s� = x.(iii) If s = F (t1; : : : ; tn) and F 2 dom(�) then s� = �(F )[t1�; : : : ; tn�].(iv) If s = F (t1; : : : ; tn) and F =2 dom(�) then s� = F (t1�; : : : ; tn�).(v) If s = f(t1; : : : ; tn) then s� = f(t1�; : : : ; tn�).We also write F� for �(F ), where F is a second-order variable. A substitution iscalled closed, if its range is a set of closed terms. Given a term t, a substitution � issaid to be grounding for t if t� is ground, similarly for other L-expressions. Givena sequence ~t = t1; : : : ; tn of terms, we write ~t� for t1�; : : : ; tn�.Let E be a system of equations in L. A uni�er of E is a substitution � (in L)such that s� = t� for all equations s � t in E. E is uni�able if there exists a uni�erof E. Note that if E is uni�able then it has a closed uni�er that is grounding forE, since T�L is nonempty. The uni�cation problem for L is the problem of decidingwhether a given equation system in L is uni�able. In general, the second-orderuni�cation problem or SOU is the uni�cation problem for arbitrary second-orderlanguages. Monadic SOU is SOU for monadic second-order languages. By SOUwith one second-order variable we mean the uni�cation problem for second-orderlanguages L such that jFLj = 1.Following common practice, by an exponential function we mean an integerfunction of the form f(n) = 2P (n) where P is a polynomial. The complexity classEXPTIME is de�ned accordingly.3. Rigid Reachability is UndecidableWe prove that rigid reachability is undecidable. The undecidability holds alreadyfor constraints with some �xed, terminating system of ground rules. Our main toolin proving the undecidability result is the following statement.Lemma 2 (Gurevich and Veanes [23]) One can e�ectively construct two treeautomata Amv = (Qmv;�mv; Rmv; fqmvg), Aid = (Qid;�id; Rid; fqidg), and twocanonical systems of ground rules �1;�2 � T�mv � T�id , where the only commonsymbol in �mv and �id is a binary function symbol �,a such that it is undecidablewhether, given tid 2 T�id , there exists s 2 T (Amv) and t 2 T (Aid) such that s��!��1 tand tid � s��!��2 t.The main idea behind the proof of Lemma 2 is illustrated in Figure 1. In therest of this section, we consider �xed Amv, Aid, �1 and �2 as given by Lemma 2.Undecidability of simultaneous rigid E-uni�cation follows from this lemma byviewing the rules Rmv and Rid of the automata Amv and Aid, respectively, as well asthe rewrite systems �1 and �2, as sets of equations, and by formulating the reacha-bility constraints between s and t as a system of rigid equations. It is not possible,though, to achieve the same e�ect by a single rigid E-uni�cation constraint for acombined system of equations. The interference between the component systemscannot be controlled due to the symmetry of equality. This is di�erent for reacha-bility where rewrite rules are only applied from left to right. In fact, our main ideaaWe write � (\dot") as an in�x operator. 6



w1 w1w2 w2w3 : : : wn�1wn wnFigure 1: Shifted pairing.The terms recognized by Amv, ((v1 
 v+1 ) � (v2 
 v+2 ) � : : : � (vn 
 v+n )), represent asequence of independent moves of a given Turing machine, where v+i is the successorof vi according to the transition function of the TM.Each term t recognized byAid represents a sequence of IDs of the TM (w1�w2�: : :�wn).The two rewrite systems �1 and �2 are such that s reduces in �1 to t if and only ifvi = wi for 1 � i � k = n, and tid � s reduces in �2 to t if and only if tid representsw1, v+i = wi+1 for 1 � i < n, and wn is the �nal ID of the TM. It follows that suchs and t exist if and only if the TM accepts the input string represented by tid.in the undecidability proof is to combine the four rewrite systems Rmv, Rid, �1,and �2 into a single system and achieve mutual non-overlapping of rewrite rules byrenaming the constants in the respective signatures.3.1. Renaming of ConstantsFor any integer m and a signature � we write �(m) for the constant-disjointcopy of � where each constant c has been replaced with a new constant c(m), wesay that c(m) has label m. Note that non-constant symbols are not renamed. Fora ground term t and a set of ground rules R over �, we de�ne t(m) and R(m) over�(m) accordingly.Given a signature � and two di�erent integers m and n, we write �(m;n) for thefollowing set of rules that simply replaces each label m with label n:�(m;n) = f c(m) ! c(n) j c 2 Con(�) g:We write �(m;n), where � is either �1 or �2, for the following set of rules:�(m;n) = f l(m) ! r(n) j l! r 2 � g:Lemma 3 Let m, n, k and l be pairwise distinct integers. The statements (i) and(ii) are equivalent for all all s 2 T�mv and tid; t 2 T�id .(i) s��!��1 t and tid � s��!��2 t.(ii) s(m)�����!��1(m;n) t(n) and t(l)id � s(k)����!��2(k;l) t(l).Proof. The left-hand sides of the rules in �1 and �2 are terms in T�mv and theright-hand sides of the rules in �1 and �2 are terms in T�id . But �mv and �id areconstant-disjoint. 23.2. The Main ConstructionLet Ru be the following system of ground rules:Ru = R(0)mv [ R(2)mv [ �mv(0;1) [ �mv(2;1) [ R(4)id [ R(6)id [ �id(4;3) [ �id(6;3) [�id(4;5) [�1(0;5) [ �id(6;7) [ �2(2;7)7



Note that constants with odd labels occur only in the right-hand sides of rules andcan, once introduced, subsequently not be removed by Ru. Let fu be a new functionsymbol with arity 12. We consider the following constraint: Ru; fu( x0; x2; x0; x2; y4; y6; y4; y6; y4; x0; y6; t(7)id � x2 );fu( q(0)mv; q(2)mv; x1; x1; q(4)id ; q(6)id ; y3; y3; y5; y5; y7; y7 ) ! (2)Our goal is to show that solvability of (2), for a given tid 2 �id, is equivalent to theexistence of s and t satisfying the condition in Lemma 2. Note that, for all groundterms ti and si, for 1 � i � 12,fu(t1; : : : ; t12)��!�Ru fu(s1; : : : ; s12) , ti��!�Ru si (for 1 � i � 12):As a �rst step, we prove a lemma that allows us to separate the di�erent subsystemsof Ru that are relevant for the reductions between the corresponding arguments offu in the source term and the target term of (2).Lemma 4 For every substitution �, � solves the constraint (2) if and only if �solves the system (3){(6) of constraints.( R(0)mv; x0; q(0)mv )( R(2)mv; x2; q(2)mv )( �mv(0;1); x0; x1 )( �mv(2;1); x2; x1 ) 9>>>=>>>; (3)( R(4)id ; y4; q(4)id )( R(6)id ; y6; q(6)id )( �id(4;3); y4; y3 )( �id(6;3); y6; y3 ) 9>>>=>>>; (4)( �id(4;5); y4; y5 )( �1(0;5); x0; y5 ) � (5)( �id(6;7); y6; y7 )( �2(2;7); t(7)id �x2; y7 ) ) (6)Proof. The direction `(' is immediate, since if � solves a constraint (R; s; t) thenobviously it solves any constraint (R0; s; t) where R � R0. We prove the direction`)', by showing that � solves the subsystems (3) and (5). The other cases aresymmetrical. Now let us assume that � solves (2).� solves (3): We �rst show that xi����!�R(i)mv q(i)mv for i = 0. (By symmetry, this alsoproves the case i = 2.) We know that x0���!�Ru q(0)mv. We prove by induction on thelength of reductions that, for all t, if t��!�Ru q(0)mv then t���!�R(0)mv q(0)mv. The base case (thereduction is empty) holds trivially. If the reduction is nonempty, then we have forsome l! r 2 Ru, and by using the induction hypothesis, thatt��!l!r s���!�R(0)mv q(0)mv:8



Therefore, all constants in r have label 0, since r is a subterm of s and s 2 T�(0)mv[Q(0)mv .Hence l! r 2 R(0)mv, and consequently t���!�R(0)mv q(0)mv.We now prove that xi������!��mv(i;1) x1� for i = 0. (The proof is symmetrical fori = 2.) We know that xi���!�Ru x1� for i = 0; 2. Suppose, for the purpose of obtaininga contradiction, that x0������!��mv(0;1) s��!l!r t��!�Ru x1�;where l ! r 2 Ru n �mv(0;1). All constants in s and thus in l have label 0 or 1,since, as we have shown in the previous part, all constants in x0� have label 0. Itfollows that l ! r 2 R(0)mv or l ! r 2 �1(0;5). We consider both cases separately.(i) Assume that l ! r 2 R(0)mv. Then r 2 Q(0)mv, and thus Con(t) \ Q(0)mv 6= ;.Hence Con(x1�) \ Q(0)mv 6= ;. This contradicts that x2���!�Ru x1�, as all constants inx2� have label 2.(ii) Assume that l ! r 2 �1(0;5). Then x1� contains a constant with label 5,contradicting again that x2���!�Ru x1�.It follows that x0������!��mv(0;1) x1�.� solves (5): We know that y4���!�Ru y5� and x0���!�Ru y5�. We �rst prove thaty4������!��id(4;5) y5�. Suppose, to the contrary, thaty4������!��id(4;5) s��!l!r t��!�Ru y5�;where l ! r 2 Ru n �id(4;5). Then either l ! r 2 R(4)id or l ! r 2 �id(4;3).The former case implies that Con(y5�) \ Q(4)id 6= ; and the latter case implies thatCon(y5�) \ �(3)id 6= ;. Both cases contradict that x0���!�Ru y5�, because all constantsin x0� have label 0.To prove that x0�����!��1(0;5) y5�, note that any rule outside �1(0;5) with the left-hand side having constants with label 0 would either introduce a constant fromQ(0)mv to y5� or a constant with label 1 to y5�, in both cases contradicting thaty4������!��id(4;5) y5�. 2The following lemma relates the solvability of (2) to the Lemma 2.Lemma 5 For tid 2 T�id , the constraint (2) is solvable if and only if there existss 2 T (Amv) and t 2 T (Aid) such that s��!��1 t and tid � s��!��2 t.Proof. (() Assuming that we are given s and t with the required properties, wede�ne xi� = s(i) for i 2 f0; 1; 2g and yi� = t(i) for i 2 f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g. It follows easilyfrom Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 that � solves (2).()) Assume that � solves (2). By Lemma 4, � solves (3){(6). First we observethe following facts.(i) With � solving (3), there exists s 2 T (Amv) such that x0� = s(0) and x2� = s(2).(ii) With � solving (4), there exists t 2 T (Aid) such that y4� = t(4) and y6� = t(6).From � solving (5) and by using (ii), it follows that y5� = t(5). Now, due to thesecond component of (5) and by using (i), we may infer that s(0)����!��1(0;5) t(5):9



From � solving (6) and by using (ii), it follows that y7� = t(7). Now, due to thesecond component of (6) and by using (i), we conclude that t(7)id � s(2)����!��2(2;7) t(7):Now the result follows from Lemma 3. 2Theorem 1 Rigid reachability is undecidable. More speci�cally, there exists a ter-minating ground rewrite system R, and a term t such that the solvability of con-straints of the form (R; s; t), where s and t do not share any variables, is undecidable.Proof. The undecidability follows from Lemma 2 and Lemma 5, taking (R; s; t)to be the constraints of the form (2) above, with Rmv representing the moves of auniversal Turing machine. It is not diÆcult to show that Ru is terminating. 2We have not attempted to minimize the number of variables in the constraints (2).Observe also that all but one of the occurrences of variables in (2) are shallow (thetarget term is shallow).4. An Application to Second-Order Uni�cationAs a direct application of the previous result, we prove that second-order uni-�cation is already undecidable for uni�cation problems containing just a singlesecond-order variable which, in addition, occurs only twice. This result contrasts aclaim to the opposite in [27]. Let �u be the signature consisting of the symbols inRu and the symbol fu. Let Ru = f li ! ri j 1 � i � m g. Let ~lu denote the sequencel1; l2; : : : ; lm and ~ru the sequence r1; r2; : : : ; rm. Let Lu be the following language:Lu = (�u; fx0; x1; x2; y3; y4; y5; y6; y7g)Let Fu be a second-order variable with arity m + 1. Let cons be a new binaryfunction symbol and nil a new constant. The language L1 is de�ned as the followingexpansion of Lu: L1 = (�u [ fcons; nilg;XLu ; fFug):We can show that, given tid 2 T�id , the following second-order equation in L1 issolvable if and only if the constraint (2) is solvable:Fu(~lu; cons(fu(q(0)mv; q(2)mv; x1; x1; q(4)id ; q(6)id ; y3; y3; y5; y5; y7; y7); nil)) �cons(fu(x0; x2; x0; x2; y4; y6; y4; y6; y4; x0; y6; t(7)id � x2); Fu(~ru; nil)) (7)Lemma 6 Given tid 2 T�id , (2) is solvable if and only if (7) is solvable.Proof. The direction `)' follows from [35, Lemma 2] and the observation that if �solves (2) then x� 2 T�u for all x 2 XLu . In particular, it is not possible that consor nil appear in the terms that are substituted for XLu .We now prove the converse direction. Assume that � solves (7). We show that� solves (2). A straightforward inductive argument shows that Fu� is an L�1-termof rank m + 1 of the form (recall that zi denotes is the i'th bound variable of afunction) Fu� = cons(s1; cons(s2; : : : ; cons(sk; zm+1) � � � ));10



for some k � 1, by using that Ru is ground and that cons =2 �u (see [35, Lemma 1]).Hence, since � solves (7), it follows thatcons(s1[~lu; t0]; : : : cons(si+1[~lu; t0]; : : : cons(t�; nil) � � � ) � � � ) =cons(s�; : : : cons(si[~ru; nil]; : : : cons(sk[~ru; nil]; nil) � � � ) � � � ); (8)where s is the source term of (2), t is the target term of (2), and t0 = cons(t�; nil).Therefore, there exists a reduction in Ru [ ft0 ! nilg of the following form:s1[~lu; t0] s2[~lu; t0] sk[~lu; t0] t�q &� q � � � q &� qs� s1[~ru; nil] sk�1[~ru; nil] sk[~ru; nil]In other words, s���������!�Ru[ft0!nilg t�, that is,fu� x0; x2; x0; x2; y4; y6; y4; y6; y4; x0; y6; t(7)id � x2 ����������!�Ru[ft0!nilgfu� q(0)mv; q(2)mv; x1; x1; q(4)id ; q(6)id ; y3; y3; y5; y5; y7; y7 ��Next we show that x0�; x2�; y4�; y6� 2 T�u . We observe thatxi���������!�Ru[ft0!nilg q(i)mv (i = 0; 2) and that yi���������!�Ru[ft0!nilg q(i)id (i = 4; 6):It follows by induction on the length of reductions that t0 ! nil can not be used inthese rewritings, since nil does not not occur in Ru. Hence, x0�; x2�; y4�; y6� 2 T�u .This implies that s� is in T�u so that the rule t0 ! nil can not be used in thereduction of s� to t�. 2We conclude with the following result, that follows from Lemma 2, Lemma 5,and Lemma 6.Theorem 2 Second-order uni�cation for one second-order variable that occurs atmost twice is undecidable.The presence of �rst-order variables in the uni�cation problems is essential forobtaining the undecidability result. Without �rst-order variables, and if there isonly one second-order variable that occurs at most twice, second-order uni�cationreduces to ground reachability [28], and thus is decidable.5. Monadic Rigid ReachabilityIn the remainder of the paper we will identify restricted, decidable cases of SRR.The restrictions will be de�ned by syntactic criteria on either the signature or theform of the source and target terms in constraints. In all cases that we prove tobe decidable, the rewrite rules have to be ground. We will start by proving thatmonadic SRR with ground rules is PSPACE-complete. Our main tool is a decisionproblem of NFAs that we de�ne next. In this section we consider only monadicsignatures. The Section 6 will exhibit decidable fragments over non-monadic signa-tures. 11



5.1. Constrained Product Non-Emptiness of NFAsGiven a signature � and a positive integer m, we want to select only a certainsubset from �m? through selection constraints (bounded by m). These are unorderedpairs of indices written as i � j, where 1 � i; j � m, i 6= j. Given a signature �and a set I of selection constraints, we write �m? �I for the following subset of �m? :�m? �I = �ha1a2 � � � ami 2 �m? : (8i � j 2 I) ai = aj	For an automaton A, let A�I denote the reduction of A to the alphabet �m? �I . Wewrite also L(A)�I for L(A�I). The automaton A�I has the same states as A, andthe transitions of A�I are precisely all the transitions of A with labels from �m? �I .We consider the following decision problem, that is closely related to the non-emptiness problem of the intersection of a sequence of NFAs. Consider an alphabet�. Let (Ai)1�i�n, n � 1, be a sequence of (string product) NFAs over the alphabets�mi? for 1 � i � n, respectively. Let m be the sum of all the mi and let I be a setof selection constraints. The constrained product non-emptiness problem of NFAsis, given (Ai)1�i�n, and I , to decide if (Nni=1 L(Ai))�I is nonempty. A key lemmais given next. Its proof is a straightforward extension of the Kozen's [26] PSPACE-completeness result of the intersection non-emptiness problem of DFAs.Lemma 7 Constrained product non-emptiness of NFAs (or monadic TAs) is inPSPACE.Proof. Let (Ai)1�i�n, mi, m, �, and I be given as above. Assume, for simplicity,that mi = 2 for 1 � i � n, i.e., m = 2n and that each automaton has alphabet �2?.We may also assume, without loss of generality, that none of the automata acceptsthe empty string and that, whenever a string v is accepted by Ai also h??iv isaccepted by Ai. Consider the following nondeterministic decision procedure.I: InitializeCalculate the number of states inNni=1Ai, which is the product of the numberof states in the individual Ai, and save it in IterationLimit.Save in Statei the initial state of Ai for 1 � i � n.II: Guess the next letterSelect (a1; : : : ; am) 2 �m? �I and store ai in Letteri.III: Guess the next transitionFor 1 � i � n, guess nondeterministically a state qi from Ai.Check that, for 1 � i � n, there is a hLetter2i�1Letter2ii-transition in Aifrom Statei to qi, and if so, save qi in Statei. If there is no such transitionthen terminate and reject.IV: Check acceptanceIf, for 1 � i � n, Statei is an accepting state of Ai then terminate andaccept. 12



V: IterateIf IterationLimit is 0 then terminate and reject, else decrease IterationLimitby one and return to Step II.The procedure traverses the graph of (Nni=1 Ai)�I , by starting from the initial state,at each step just remembering the current state and guessing a valid transition fromthat state to the next state. We only need to check if there exists a path of at mostIterationLimit transitions (as initialized in Step I) in L(Nni=1 Ai)�I from theinitial state to a �nal state. It is evident that the procedure always terminates, andthat it accepts if and only if L(Nni=1Ai)�I is nonempty.It is obvious that no more than polynomial space is required for the executionof the procedure. In particular, via the usual binary encoding of numbers, theiteration limit can be calculated in polynomial space. Hence, the procedure runsin non-deterministic polynomial space and thus in PSPACE, by using the result ofSavitch [31].Finally, note that the only di�erence between NFAs and monadic TAs is that in thelatter we may have several transitions of the form c! q, where c is a constant andq a state. This corresponds roughly to allowing several initial states in NFAs. 2The proof of Lemma 7 can be extended in a straightforward manner to �nitetree automata. The only di�erence will be that the algorithm will do \universalchoices" when the arity of function symbols (letters) in the component automatais > 1. This leads to alternating PSPACE, and thus, by the result of Chandra,Kozen and Stockmeyer [2], to EXPTIME upper bound for the constrained productnon-emptiness problem of TAs.Although we will not use this fact, it is worth noting that the constrained productnon-emptiness problem is also PSPACE-hard, and this so already for DFAs (ormonadic DTAs). It is easy to see that Tni=1 L(Ai) is nonempty if and only ifL(Nni=1 Ai)�fi � i+ 1 : 1 � i < ng is nonempty.5.2. Monadic SRR with Ground Rules is in PSPACEWe need the following notion of normal form of a system of reachability con-straints. We say that a system S of reachability constraints is at, if each constraintin S is either of the form� (R; x; t), R is nonempty, x is a variable, and t is a ground term or a variabledistinct from x, or of the form� (;; x; f(y)), where x and y are distinct variables and f is a unary functionsymbol.Note that the solvability of a reachability constraint with empty rule set is simplythe uni�ability of the source and the target.Lemma 8 Let S be a system of reachability constraints. There is a at systemwhich can be obtained in polynomial time from S, and that is solvable if and only ifS is solvable.Proof. Let S be a given system of reachability constraints and consider the follow-ing procedure. 13



(i) Replace each constraint (R; s; t), such that s is not a variable, or s = t, by thetwo constraints (R; x; t) and (;; x; s), where x is a new variable.(ii) Replace each constraint (R; x; t), where R is nonempty, x is a variable and t isneither ground nor a variable, by the constraints (R; x; y) and (;; y; t), wherey is a new variable.(iii) Replace each constraint (;; x; f(s)), where s is not a variable and not ground,by the constraints (;; x; f(y)) and (;; y; s), where y is a new variable.(iv) Repeat the above steps until the system is at.It is easy to check that each step preserves solvability, and clearly, the time com-plexity of this procedure is polynomial in the size of S. 2By using the lemmas 7 and 8 we can now show the following theorem which isthe main result of this section.Theorem 3 Monadic SRR with ground rules is PSPACE-complete.Proof. The PSPACE-hardness has been proved already for the special case wherethe rule sets are symmetric [22] and where there is only one variable [24]. We provemembership in PSPACE by giving a polynomial time reduction to the constrainedproduct non-emptiness problem of NFAs.Let S be a system of reachability constraints with ground rules. Let � be thesignature of S. We may assume, by using Lemma 8, that S is at. Enumerate allthe constraints in S as �1; : : : ; �m; �m+1; : : : ; �n, such that the constraints of theform (;; x; f(y)) occur as �m+1; : : : ; �n. Let �i = (Ri; xi; ti) for 1 � i � m and�i = (;; xi; fi(yi)) for m < i � n.For 1 � i � m, using Lemma 1, construct (in polynomial time) an NFA Ai suchthat, L(Ai) = fxi� 
 ti� : � solves �ig:For m < i � n, construct an NFA Ai such thatL(Ai) = fxi� 
 yi� : � solves �ig [ = ffi(s)
 s : s 2 T�g]:This construction is exempli�ed in Figure 2 and can be done in polynomial time.Let now I be the set of the following selection constraints (where 1 � i; j � nand i 6= j):(i) If the source of a �i is a variable that occurs as the source of a �j , then2i� 1 � 2j � 1 2 I .(ii) If the source of a �i is a variable that occurs in the target of a �j , then2i� 1 � 2j 2 I .(iii) If the target of a �i is a variable that occurs in the target of a �j , then2i � 2j 2 I .Clearly, L(Nni=1Ai)�I is nonempty if and only if S is solvable. With this, thetheorem follows from Lemma 7. 214



q0 qg qf
qh

hc?i hgci hfgihgfihghi hhgi hfhi hhfihhci
hfcihggi hffi
hhhiFigure 2: A DFA (or monadic DTA) A that recognizes ff(s) 
 s : s 2 T�g,where � consists of the unary function symbols f , g, and h, and the constantc. For example A recognizes the string hc?ihgcihggihhgihfhi, i.e., the termhfhi(hhgi(hggi(hgci(hc?i)))) that is the same as f(h(g(g(c))))
 h(g(g(c))).The crucial step in the proof of Theorem 3 is the construction of an automatonthat recognizes the language ff(s) 
 s : s 2 T�g (cf. Figure 2). The reason whythe proof does not generalize to TAs is that the language ff(s)
 s : s 2 T�g is notregular for non-monadic signatures. The next example illustrates how the reductionin the proof of Theorem 3 works.Example 1 Consider the at system S = f�1; �2; �3g with �1 = (R; y; x), �2 =(;; y; f(z)) and �3 = (;; z; g(x)), over a signature � = ff; g; cg, where c is a constantand R is ground. This system is solvable if and only if the constraint (R; f(g(x)); x)is solvable.The construction in the proof of Theorem 3 gives us the NFAs A1, A2 and A3such that L(A1) = fs
 t : s�!�R t; s; t 2 T�g;L(A2) = ff(s)
 s : s 2 T�g;L(A3) = fg(s)
 s : s 2 T�g;and a set I = f1 � 3; 5 � 4; 6 � 2g of selection constraints. So L(N3i=1 Ai)�I is asfollows.L(A1 
A2 
A3)�I =�s
 t
 f(u)
 u
 g(v)
 v : s; t; u; v 2 T�; s�!�R t	�f1 � 3; 5 � 4; 6 � 2g= �s
 t
 f(u)
 u
 g(v)
 v : s; t; u; v 2 T�; s�!�R t; s = f(u); g(v) = u; v = t	= �f(g(t))
 t
 f(g(t))
 g(t)
 g(t)
 t : t 2 T�; f(g(t))�!�R t	Hence, solvability of S is equivalent to non-emptiness of L(A1 
A2 
A3)�I .If only the rules are (ground and) monadic but the source and target termsare arbitrary, SRR remains decidable and in PSPACE. Furthermore, using theintersection non-emptiness problem for DFAs one may easily show that PSPACE-hardness of this fragment holds already for a single constraint with one variable.This is in contrast with the fact that SREU with one variable and a �xed numberof constraints can be solved in polynomial time [10].15



6. Decidable Non-Monadic CasesWe show that rigid reachability and simultaneous rigid reachability are decidablefor arbitrary signatures if the rules are ground and if the source and target terms aresuitably restricted. We will consider two kinds of restrictions. In the next sectionwe consider the case where either the source s or the target t of a constraint arelinear, and where s and t are variable-disjoint, that is, Var(s) \ Var(t) = ;. Thisfragment turns out to be EXPTIME-complete. EXPTIME-hardness holds alreadywith just a single variable. This contrasts with the fact that rigid E-uni�cationwith one variable is P-complete [10]. When, additionally, both the source andtarget terms are linear, then rigid reachability and simultaneous rigid reachabilityare both P-complete.In the section 6.2 we will show EXPTIME completeness for the case of balancedconstraints which embeds the case where non-linear variables have to occur at thesame depth.6.1. Linear and Variable-Disjoint Sources and TargetsWe begin with de�ning a reduction from rigid reachability to the emptinessproblem of the intersection of n regular languages recognized by tree automata A1,: : : ,An. This intersection emptiness problem is known to be EXPTIME-complete,see [17], [33] and [36]. We may assume the state sets of the A1, : : : ,An to be disjointand that each of these tree automata has only one �nal state. We call these �nalstates, respectively, qfA1 , : : : , qfAn . For stating the following lemma, we extend thegiven signature � by a new symbol f of arity n, and assume that n > 1.Lemma 9 L(A1) \ : : : \ L(An) 6= ; if and only if, the constraint�RA1 [ : : : [ RAn ; f(x; : : : ; x); f(qfA1 ; : : : ; qfAn)� has a solution.Proof. ()) is obvious. For (() we use the fact that the new symbol f does notoccur in any transition rule of the A1, : : : , An. Therefore, and since the state setsare disjoint, any reduction in f(x; : : : ; x)����������!�RA1[:::[RAn f(qfA1 ; : : : ; qfAn) (where � isa solution) takes place in one of the arguments of f(x; : : : ; x)�. Moreover, if thereduction is in the i-th subterm, it corresponds to the application of a rule in RAi .(It is possible, though, to apply a start rule in RAj within the i-th subterm, withi 6= j. But any reduction of this form blocks in that the �nal state qfAi can not bereached from the reduct.) The facts that n > 1 and that the state sets are disjointmake it impossible for states of the automata to appear in x�. 2Theorem 4 Rigid reachability is EXPTIME-hard even when the rules and the tar-get are ground and the source contains only a single variable.For obtaining an EXPTIME upper bound for a somewhat less restrictive case ofrigid reachability we will now apply certain tree automata techniques. In particular,we will exploit the following fact of preservation of recognizability under rewriting,which is a direct consequence of results in [8].Proposition 1 (Coquid�e and Gilleron [4]) Let R be a ground rewrite systemand t a linear term. The set fu 2 T� �� u�!�R t�; t� groundg is recognizable by a treeautomaton A of size in O(ktk � kRk2). 16



Proposition 2 The subset of T� of ground instances of a given linear term s isrecognizable by a tree automaton As of size linear in the size of s.Theorem 5 Rigid reachability, when rules are ground, the target is linear and thesource and the target are variable-disjoint, can be decided in time O(n3k+4), wheren is the size of the constraint, and k is the total number of occurrences of non-linearvariables in the source term.Observe that the upper time bound becomes O(n4) when the source term is linear,since k = 0 in this case.Proof. Assume to be given a constraint (R; s; t) of the required form. We �rstconstruct a tree automaton A from t and R with the properties as provided byProposition 1, recognizing the predecessors with respect to R of the ground instancesof t. The size of A is in O(n3).If the source s is linear, then there is a solution for (R; s; t) i� L(A)\L(As) 6= ;,where As is a tree automaton accepting the ground instances of s, cf. Proposition 2.Since the intersection of recognizable languages is recognizable by a tree automatonwhose size is the product of the sizes of the given tree automata, the solvability ofthe constraint can be decided in time O(ksk � n3) � O(n4).If the source s is not linear, we reduce the problem to jQAjk problems of theabove type. We assume wolog that A has only one �nal state qf . Let (si) be the�nite sequence of terms which can be obtained from the source s by the followingreplacements: for every variable x which occurs j � 2 times in s, we choose a tuple(q1; : : : ; qj) of states of A such that \l�jL(A; ql) 6= ;,b and we replace the l-thoccurrence of x in s by ql, for l � j.Then the two following statements are equivalent:(i) the constraint (R; s; t) has a solution.(ii) one of the constraints (RA; si; qf) has a solution.(i) ) (ii): Assume that � is a solution of the constraint (R; s; t). This meansin particular that s� 2 L(A) i.e. s��!�A qf . Let � be the restriction of � to the setof linear variables of s and � be its restriction to the set of non-linear variables of s.We have s���!�RA si, for some i, by construction, and � is a solution of the constraint(RA; si; qf).(ii) ) (i): Assume si���!�RA qf for some i and some grounding substitution � .To each non-linear variable x of s, we may associate (by a substitution �) a termsx 2 \l�jL(A; ql) where q1, : : : ,qj are the states occurring in si at the occurrencesof x in s. Hence s���!�R t� for some grounding substitution � which is only de�nedon the variables of t. Since Var(s) \ Var(t) = ;, the domains of �, � and � arepairwise disjoint and � [ � [ � is indeed a solution to the constraint (R; s; t).Complexity: The number of possible si is smaller than jQAjk, that is, it is inO(n3k). Rigid reachability for one constraint (A; si; qf) can be decided in timeO(n4), according to the �rst part of this proof. Altogether, this gives a decisiontime in O(n3k+4). 2bOne can decide these emptiness problems in time kAkk 2 O(n3k).17



By symmetry, rigid reachability is also decidable when rules are ground, thesource is linear and the source and the target are variable-disjoint, with the samecomplexities as in Theorem 5 according to the (non)-linearity of the target.As a consequence we obtain these two theorems:Theorem 6 Rigid reachability is EXPTIME-complete when rules are ground, thesource and the target are variable-disjoint, and either the source or the target islinear.Theorem 7 Rigid reachability is P-complete if the rules are ground, the source andthe target are variable-disjoint, either the source or the target is linear, and if thenumber of occurrences of non-linear variables in the non-linear term is bounded bysome �xed constant k independent from the problem.Note that the linear case corresponds to k = 0.Proof. For obtaining the lower bound, one may reduce the P-complete uniformground word problem (see [25]) to rigid reachability where rules, source and targetare ground. The upper bound has been proved in Theorem 5. 2We now generalize Theorem 7 to the simultaneous case of rigid reachability.Theorem 8 Simultaneous rigid reachability is P-complete for systems of pairwisevariable-disjoint constraints with ground rules, and sources and targets that arevariable-disjoint and linear.Proof. Apply Theorem 7 separately to each constraint of the system. 2Similarly, we can prove:Theorem 9 Simultaneous rigid reachability is EXPTIME-complete for systems ofpairwise variable-disjoint constraints with ground rules, and sources and targets thatare variable-disjoint and such that at least one of them is linear for each constraint.The problem remains in P (see Theorem 7) if there is a constant k independentfrom the problem and for each si (resp. ti) which is non-linear, the total number ofoccurrences of non-linear variable in si (resp. ti) is smaller than k.We can relax the conditions in the above Theorem 9 by allowing some commonvariables between the si.Theorem 10 Simultaneous rigid reachability is in EXPTIME when all the rulesof a system of constraints �(R1; s1; t1), : : : , (Rm; sm; tm)� are ground, every ti islinear and for all i; j � m, the terms si and tj and, respectively, the terms ti andtj (for i 6= j), are variable-disjoint.Proof. We reduce this problem to an exponential number of problems of the typeof Theorem 9.We associate a TA Ai to each pair (ti; Ri) which recognizes the language fu 2T� �� u��!�Ri ti�; ti� groundg (see Proposition 1). The size of each Ai is in O(ktik �kRik2). We may assume that the state sets of the Ai are pairwise disjoint and thatthe �nal states sets of the Ai are singletons, say, FAi = fqfig. We construct for eachi � m a sequence of terms (si;j) obtained by replacement of variables occurrencesin si (regardless of linearity) by states of Ai. To each m-tuple (s1;j1 ; : : : ; sm;jm),we associate a system which contains the constraints:(i) (RA1 ; s1;j1 ; qf1); : : : ; (RAm ; s1;jm ; qfm)18



(ii) for every variable x which occurs k times in fs1; : : : ; sng, with k � 2,�RA1 ] : : : ] RAm ; fku (x; : : : ; x); fku (q1; : : : ; qk)�, where fku is a new functionsymbol of arity k and q1, : : : ,qk are the states occurring in s1;j1 , : : : ,s1;jm atthe positions corresponding to x in s1, : : : ,sm.Then the system �(R1; s1; t1), : : : , (Rn; sn; tn)� has a solution if and only if, oneof the above systems has a solution. Each of these systems has a size which ispolynomial in the size of the original system and moreover, each satis�es the re-quirements of Theorem 9, and can thus be decided in EXPTIME. Since the numberof the above systems is exponential (in the size of the initial problem), we have anEXPTIME upper bound for the decision problem. 2The theorem is true, symmetrically, when we exchange the rôles of sources andtargets. We conclude this section by mentioning that the only di�erence between theconditions for undecidability of rigid reachability in Theorem 1 and the conditionfor decidability in Theorems 5, 6, and 7 is the linearity of source and (or) targetterms.6.2. Balanced Reachability ConstraintsIn this section, we consider a second form of restrictions on source and targetterms which makes non-monadic SRR decidable for ground rules. The restrictionwill be placed on the depth of non-linear variable occurrences.6.2.1. Semi-linear sequences of termsWe call a sequence of terms (t1; t2; : : : ; tm) of terms in T� [ f?g semi-linear ifone of the following conditions holds for each ti:(i) ti is a variable, or(ii) ti is a linear term and no variable in ti occurs in tj for i 6= j.Note that if ti is ground then it satis�es the second condition trivially.Lemma 10 Let (s1; s2; : : : ; sk) be a semi-linear sequence of �-terms. Then thesubset �s1�
s2�
� � �
sk� : � is a grounding �-substitution	 � T�m is recognizableby a TA of size in O�(ks1k+ k�k) � � � (kskk+ k�k)�.Proof. Let � and ~s = s1; s2; : : : ; sk be given. Let Ai be the TA that recognizesfsi� : si� 2 T�g for 1 � i � k. The desired TA is (NAi)�I , where I is the set ofall selection constraints i � j such that si and sj are identical variables. 2We shall also use the following lemma.Lemma 11 Let A be a TA, s 2 T�, and p1; : : : ; pk be independent positions in s.Then there is a TA A0, with kA0k 2 O�kAk2k�, that recognizes the set �s1
� � �
sk :s1; : : : ; sk 2 T�; s[s1]p1 : : : [sk]pk 2 L(A)	Proof. For all states q 2 QA, let Aq be the automaton (QA;�; RA; fqg). Letf~qig1�i�m be the collection of all sequences ~qi = qi1; : : : ; qik 2 QA such that, forsome qf 2 FA, s[qi1]p1 : : : [qik ]pk��!�RA qf . For all such sequences ~qi, 1 � i � m,construct a TA Ai that recognizesL(Aqi1)
 � � � 
 L(Aqik ):19



Here we can assume that each L(Aqij ) is nonempty, or else L(Ai) is empty. Assumethat all the Ai's have disjoint sets of states and let A0 be the union of all the Ai's.It is easy to check that A0 recognizes the given set of terms. Note that m � jQAjk.The size of A0 is therefore kA0k �Pmi=1 kAik �Pmi=1 kAkk � jQAjk � kAkk 26.2.2. Parallel decomposition of sequences of termsWe generalize the notion of a product of terms given in the section 2 by alsoadmitting non-ground terms. The resulting term lives in an extended signaturewith 
 as an additional variadic function symbol. The de�nition is the same asgiven in equation (1) in section 2, with the additional stipulation that if one of theti is a variable then t1 
 � � � 
 tm = 
(t1; : : : ; tm):In other words, if one of the ti in a product is a variable, t1
 � � � 
 tm is left as it isand considered a term in the extended language. Suppose that ~s = s1; : : : ; sm is asequence of terms, and let (
(~ti))1�i�k be the sequence of all the subterms of theproduct term N~s which have head symbol 
 (applied to argument lists ~ti). Theparallel decomposition of ~s = s1; : : : ; sm, denoted pd(~s), is the sequence (~ti)1�i�k ofthe argument lists of the 
 subterms in ~s. The positions at which the 
 subtermsoccur will be denoted by pdp(~s). More precisely, pdp(~s) is the sequence (pi)1�i�k ,where pi is the position of 
(~ti) inN~s.The following example illustrates these new de�nitions and lemmas and howthey are used.Example 2 Let s = f(g(z); g(x)) and t = f(y; f(x; y)) be two terms, and let Rbe a ground rewrite system over �. We will show how to capture all the solutionsof the reachability constraint (R; s; t) as a certain regular set of �2?-terms. First,construct the product s
 t.s
 t = f(g(z); g(x))
 f(y; f(x; y))= hffi(g(z)
 y; g(x)
 f(x; y))= hffi(
(g(z); y); hgfi(x
 x;?
 y))= hffi(
(g(z); y); hgfi(
(x; x);
(?; y)))The 
-terms in s
 t are 
(g(z); y), 
(x; x), 
(?; y). Appending their argumentsgives us the semi-linear sequence pd (s; t) = g(z); y; x; x;?; y. (Note that pdp(s; t) isthe sequence 1; 21; 22.) It follows from Lemma 10 that there is a TA A0 such thatL(A0) = �g(z�)
 y� 
 x� 
 x� 
?
 y� : � is a grounding �-substitution	.Now, consider a TA AR that recognizes the relation of �!�R , see Lemma 1, i.e.,L(AR) = fu
v : u�!�R v; u; v 2 T�g: FromAR we can, by using Lemma 11, constructa TA A00 such thatL(A00) = �s1 
 s21 
 s22 : s1; s21; s22 2 T�2; hffi(s1; hgfi(s21; s22)) 2 L(AR)	20



This is the language which results from L(AR) by projecting to the subterms at thepositions pdp(s; t). Let A recognize L(A0) \ L(A00). We get thatL(A) = L(A0) \ L(A00)= 8<: s1 
 s21 
 s22 : (9x�; y�; z� 2 T�)s1 = g(z�)
 y�; s21 = x� 
 x�; s22 = ?
 y�;hffi(s1; hgfi(s21; s22)) 2 L(AR)= �g(z�)
 � � � 
 y� : hffi(g(z�)
 y�; hgfi(x� 
 x�;?
 y�)) 2 L(AR)	= �g(z�)
 � � � 
 y� : f(g(z�); g(x�))�!�R f(y�; f(x�; y�))	= �g(z�)
 � � � 
 y� : � solves (R; s; t)	Hence L(A) 6= ; if and only if (R; s; t) is solvable.The crucial property that is needed in the example to decide the rigid reachabil-ity problem is that the parallel decomposition of the sequence consisting of its sourceand target terms is semi-linear. This observation leads to the following de�nition.6.2.3. Balanced systems of reachability constraintsA system (Ri; si; ti)1�i�n of reachability constraints with ground rewrite systemsRi is called balanced if the parallel decomposition pd(s1; t1; s2; t2; : : : ; sn; tn) is semi-linear. The proof of Lemma 12 is a generalization of the construction in Example 2.Lemma 12 From every balanced system S of reachability constraints we can con-struct in EXPTIME a TA A such L(A) 6= ; i� S is satis�able.Proof. Let S = �(R1; s1; t1); : : : ; (Rn; sn; tn)� be a given a balanced system ofreachability constraints. Let U = s1 
 t1 
 : : : 
 sn 
 tn and (p1; : : : ; pk) =pdp(s1; t1; : : : ; sn; tn).By de�nition, the sequence pd(s1; t2; : : : ; sn; tn) = (u1; : : : ; u2kn) is semi-linear.Therefore, it follows from Lemma 10 that there is a TA A0 such thatL(A0) = �u1� 
 : : :
 u2kn� : � is a grounding �-substitution	Using Lemma 1, we can associate a TA Ai to each Ri (i � n) such thatL(Ai) = �u
 v : u��!�Ri v; u; v 2 T�	We can use Lemma 11 to construct a TA A00 such thatL(A00) = nv1 
 : : :
 vk : v1; : : : ; vk 2 T�2n; U [v1]p1 : : : [vk]pk 2 L( nOi=1 Ai)oNote that both L(A0) and L(A00) are subsets of T�2kn. Let A be a TA recognizingL(A0) \ L(A00). We observe that L(A) 6= ; if and only if, S is satis�able. Let t bea term in T�2kn.Now, t 2 L(A) 21



i� t = u1� 
 : : :
 u2kn� for some grounding �-substitution � (as t is in L(A0)),and U [w1]p1 : : : [wk]pk 2 L(Nni=1Ai), where wi =Ni�nj=(i�1)n+1 uj� (as t is inL(A00)),i� (s1 
 t1 
 : : :
 sn 
 tn)[w1]p1 : : : [wk]pk 2 L(Nni=1 Ai),i� s1� 
 t1� 
 : : :
 sn� 
 tn� 2 L(Nni=1Ai), because every variable of S occursin one of the u1; : : : ; u2kn, by de�nition of pd ,i� s1���!�R1 t1�; : : : ; sn���!�Rn tn�.Let us, �nally, calculate the size of A, as the complexity of its construction de-pends linearly on its size. For each i � n, the size of Ai is polynomial in kRik,thus Nni=1Ai � Mcn where M = maxfkRik : i � ng and c is a constant inde-pendent of the problem size. Therefore, kA0k � M2cnk, cf. Lemma 11. Accordingto Lemma 10, kA00k � ku1k � : : : � kuknk � �ni=1ksik � �ni=1ktik � N2n; whereN = maxfksik; ktik : i � ng. Hence,kAk = kA00k � kA0k � N2n �M2cnk � kSk2n(ck+1): 2Theorem 11 Simultaneous rigid reachability is EXPTIME-complete for balancedsystems with ground rules.Proof. The EXPTIME hardness follows from the lemma 9, and the membershipin EXPTIME is a direct consequence of Lemma 12. 2The theorem can also be used to show the decidability of the following variationof the fragment. Suppose that for each variable x there exists an integer dx suchthat x occurs only at positions of length dx, as is the case for s1 = f(x; g(y)),t1 = f(f(y; y); x), s2 = g(x), and t2 = g(f(a; y)). To reduce the problem tobalanced case, one simply non-deterministically guesses terms with new variablesto be substituted for x (in the example we might guess the terms a, g(x1), orf(x2; x3), among others) such that the outcome is a balanced system where allvariables occur at the same depth. Every solution of the original system arises asthe composition of the guessed substitution with a solution of the balanced system.7. ConclusionWe have shown that absence of symmetry makes solving of rigid reachabilityconstraints much harder. In the non-simultaneous case one jumps from decidabilityto undecidability. In the case of ground rewrite rules, source terms with just a singlevariable, and ground target terms, the complexity increases from P-completenessto EXPTIME-completeness. The undecidability of rigid reachability implies a newundecidability result for second-order uni�cation problems with just a single second-order variable that occurs twice. We have also seen that automata-theoretic meth-ods provide us with rather simple proofs of upper bounds for fragments with groundrules, including the monadic case and certain non-monadic cases with restrictionson non-linear occurrences of variables. 22
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